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Sayeth The Committee, “we speak now of the second of ten topics. Speak this time we shall of 

the pursuit of good, the avoidance of bad. 

 

From your earliest memories you can remember where and when you liked something or 

something else made you afraid. You learned comfort, you also learned fear. Other fears you 

brought along from Heaven, still others were and remain your instinct.  

 

Ask yourself you might, why bring fear from Heaven, where none there is? You program your 

life with many things in Heaven you do not and mostly cannot feel there, but incarnation 

provides the platform, stage, scenario and setting for experience. 

 

Look around you on Earth; examples of positive and negative abound. Any human can find 

many examples in one’s own experience. 

 

The complete life of all bad, all negative, all to-be-avoided things, does not exist. Have you 

heard of or do you know someone whose life has seemed to offer a large share of the negative? 

Think of the person who has had the worst course, as you see it. 

 

Is her/his life all bad? No. Is it bad to have a life? No.  

 

Think of the person about whom you have heard, who has the best life. Full of good and positive 

things, apparently little of the bad and none that you can see. You would not believe this, and 

you are correct to disbelieve it. Nearly all observers of such person will conclude that s/he has 

done a skilled job of concealing troubles, emphasizing and projecting positives.  

 

How often do you pursue the positive yet not succeed? How often does the negative arrive with 

no warning, without notice and unannounced to anyone? 

 

All human lives are a blend, and only one angle or view is generally visible to s/he who looks at 

the surface. This is called superficial and to describe someone this way, is not a compliment.  

 

Look into your joys, sorrows, benefits, setbacks, successes, failures, benefits and penalties. 

Examine your likes, dislikes, preferences and distastes; why do you have and focus upon them? 

 

This is life. On Earth as it is in Heaven.  

 

Be well one and all, do return.  


